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The first paper contains the collision-induced dissociation (CID) study of the methanethiol cation CH$H + (1 2 A I1 ) with Ar. This experiment was performed on a triplequadrupole double-octopole photoionization apparatus located at Iowa State University. As an important atmospheric pollutant emitted fiom combustion, industrial, and oceanic sources,'4 the photochemistry of CH3SH has recently received a great deal of experimental and theoretical attentiong Being the simple& alkyl mercapton cation, the structure, energetics, and dissociation dynamics of CH3SH? have also been the focus of many theoretical'@'2 and experimental'*24 efforts. The dissociation dynamics of CH3SH', which addresses the fundamental question of hydrogen scrambling, has been investigated previously by charge exchange,2' mass spectrometry, 13~17919p and photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPICO)22 techniques. In a similar energy range above the ground state of CH3SH", the major product ions observed in the charge exchange and photoionization studies are in agreement. The products include CH2SH+ (CH3S"), CH$, HCS' , HS+, and CH3 . +
19-22
In this study the absolute total cross sections for the product ions CH2SH' (CH3S' ), CH2S+, HCS' , HS+, CH; , and CH; produced by CID were measured. The relative yields for the product ions formed in the CJD reaction, which strongly favor the C-S bond scission process leading to the formation of CH; + SH, are significantly different fiom those measured in previous photoionization and charge exchange studies. Since the CH; t SH channel is not among the most stable product channels, this observation shows that the collision-induced dissociation of CH3SH+ is non-statistical. The high yield for CH; + SH observed in CID is attributed to the more efficient translational to vibrational energy transfer for the C-S stretch than for C-H stretches of CH3SH' , and to weak couplings between the low frequency C-S and high fiequency C-H stretching vibrational modes of CH3SH+. The differences in excitation mechanisms for CH3SH' via collision activation, photoionization, and charge exchange are responsible for the different fiagment ion distributions from CH3SH' observed in these experiments. The second, third, and fourth papers contain the vacuum ultraviolet pulsed field ionization photoelectron (VW-PFI-PE) spectroscopy studies of OCS @' C+), H2 @'Eg+), and HD @'E+) respectively. These experiments were performed on the Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Recently, we have developed a high resolution monochromatic vacuum ultraviolet undulator synchrotron radiation source associated with the Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the ALS with a tunable energy range from 5 to 27 eV.28*29 An experimental scheme for PFI-PE detection using a multibunch synchrotron source has also been i m~l e m e n t e d .~~~~
The PFI-PE technique provides a means for spectroscopic and energetic characterization of gaseous ionic species. As demonstrated in recent PFI-PE e~perirnents~'"~ on Ne, Ar, Kr, and Ob the photoelectron energy resolution achieved was 3-6 cm-' (FWHM). This is comparable to the resolution obtained in VUV laser studies.
Although VUV laser radiation with useful intensities can in principle be generated up to ~1 7 . 7 eV, the processes involved remain inefficient for routine e~perimentation~~-~' compared with the ease in tuning VUV synchrotron radiation. , , and D, were determined and used to calculate the ionic vibrational and rotational constants (o, o,x, oey, oez, B, and aJ, the internuclear separation (re), and the dissociation energy (Do).
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